
Arnon Avron A Non-deterministic View onNon-classical NegationsAbstract. We investigate two large families of logics, di�ering from each other by thetreatment of negation. The logics in one of them are obtained from the positive fragment ofclassical logic (with or without a propositional constant � for \the false") by adding variousstandard Gentzen-type rules for negation. The logics in the other family are similarlyobtained from LJ+, the positive fragment of intuitionistic logic (again, with or without�). For all the systems, we provide simple semantics which is based on non-deterministicfour-valued or three-valued structures, and prove soundness and completeness for all ofthem. We show that the role of each rule is to reduce the degree of non-determinism inthe corresponding systems. We also show that all the systems considered are decidable,and our semantics can be used for the corresponding decision procedures. Most of theextensions of LJ+ (with or without �) are shown to be conservative over the underlyinglogic, and it is determined which of them are not.Keywords: Non-deterministic Semantics, Negation, Many-valued Logics, ConstructiveLogics, Paraconsistent Logics.1. IntroductionFrom both classical and constructive points of view, the question whetherwe accept or reject a given sentence ' depends on the data (or information)we have concerning it. The data might be positive (in which case we mightsay that the truth of ' is supported), or negative (in which case we might saythat the falsity of ' is supported). This intuition may be formally reectedby the use of four truth values: t, >, f and ?, where we expect a valuationv in ft; f;>: ?g to satisfy:� v(') = t if the truth of ' is supported, but its falsity is not.� v(') = f if the falsity of ' is supported, but its truth is not.� v(') = > if both the truth and the falsity of ' are supported.� v(') =? if neither the truth of ' nor its falsity are supported.Special Issue Negation in Constructive LogicEdited by Sergei Odintsov, Yaroslav Shramko, and Heinrich WansingStudia Logica 78: 1{37, 2005.c 2005 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.



2 A. AvronDriven by considerations of this sort, and following previous works by Dunn,Belnap suggested (in [14, 13]) the use for computers of logics based on thesefour truth-values. He went on to propose a speci�c four-valued matrix forthis task (see 2.2 below). By this Belnap (implicitly) accepted the classicalextensionality principle, according to which the truth-value of a compoundformula is completely determined by the truth-values of its immediate sub-formulas. In particular: negation has a fully deterministic interpretation inDunn-Belnap's matrix. But is this interpretation the only plausible one?The answer depends, of course, on the intuitive meaning of : in the contextof the four values. The most natural such interpretation is perhaps that :represents the idea of falsehood within the language: :' should be takenas true if and only if ' is taken as false. This would make it possible toconcentrate on the notion of truth, replacing any reference to the falsity ofa given sentence by a reference to the truth of its negation. In particular:supporting the falsity of ' and supporting the truth of :' amount to thesame thing. Hence we get:� v(') = t if the truth of ' is supported and that of :' is not.� v(') = f if the truth of :' is supported and that of ' is not.� v(') = > if both the truth of ' and the truth of :' are supported.� v(') =? if neither the truth of ' nor the truth of :' is supported.Given the truth value of ', what do these principles tell us about the truth-value of its negation? Well, it is easy to see that they dictate the followingderived principles (and nothing stronger, as long as we do not introduceadditional assumptions concerning supporting the truth of :'): 1� If v(') = t then v(:') 2 ff;?g.� If v(') = f then v(:') 2 ft;>g.� If v(') = > then v(:') 2 ft;>g.� If v(') =? then v(:') 2 ff;?g.1An explanation: our last four principles concerning v(') imply that in general, v( )is in ft;>g i� the truth of  is supported, and v( ) 2 ff;?g i� it is not. Now the onlyinformation about :' that follows from the fact that v(') = t (according to the �rstprinciple above) is that its truth is not supported. Hence v(:') 2 ff;?g in case v(') = t.The considerations in the other cases are similar.



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 3It follows that the truth-value of ' does not fully determine the truth-value of:'. Hence some sort of non-deterministic semantics seems to be appropriatehere. A similar conclusion may be obtained if we examine the expectedbehavior of disjunction and conjunction. Thus in Dunn-Belnap's matrix wehave >_ ?= t, which might seems strange (and perhaps unintuitive). Again,such peculiarities can be overcome if one uses a non-deterministic semantics.In this paper we explore the application of these ideas for large familiesof logics. We concentrate on logics which are easily and naturally de�ned byusing Gentzen-type systems with various standard, very common, rules fornegation. The di�erences between the di�erent logics we investigate concern:The underlying logic : We consider two main possibilities: positive clas-sical logic, and positive intuitionistic logic (the pure case of which isidentical to the positive fragment of Kolmogorov-Joh�ansson minimallogic). In both cases we consider a pure subcase, in which the falsehoodconstant � is not included, and a subcase in which it is added (withappropriate rules) to the language (it turns out that such an additionhas practically no e�ects on our results).The rules for negation : In all the logics we consider, these are takenfrom a list of rules, given below, which includes the two standardclassical rules for negation, as well as the most common standard rulesfor combining negation with other connectives.Below we provide simple non-deterministic semantics for all the 24 � 210di�erent non-classical systems we consider, and prove their soundness andcompleteness with respect to this semantics. The main insight we get isthat the role of each rule is to reduce the degree of non-determinism of someconnective by restricting in some cases the allowed outputs of its application.We also show that all the systems we consider are decidable, and that oursemantics can be used for corresponding decision procedures. In the case ofthe extensions of LJ+ (with or without �) we show that most of them areconservative over LJ+, and we determine which of them are not.2. PreliminariesFrom now on (unless otherwise stated), all formulas are assumed to be(depending on the context) in a propositional language based on eitherf_;^;�;:g or f_;^;�;:;�g. We use p; q; r to denote atomic formulas,A;B;C;  ; '; � to denote arbitrary formulas, and �;� to denote �nite sets



4 A. Avronof formulas. A sequent has the form � ) �, where � and � are �nite setsof formulas. Following tradition, we write �; ' and �;� for � [ f'g and� [�, respectively. By a (propositional) logic we shall mean a pair hL;`i,in which L is a propositional language, and ` is a consequence relation onthe set of formulas of L.2.1. The Logics and the Associated Proof Systems2.1.1. The Standard Positive LogicsWe start by presenting Gentzen-type systems for the four logics which we useas bases. To see what is the essence of the di�erences between those logics,we use (cut-free) multiple-conclusion versions for all of them, including theconstructive ones.THE SYSTEM LK+Axioms: A) AStructural Rules: Cut, WeakeningLogical Rules:(�)) �) �; A B;�) �A � B;�) � �; A) B;��) A � B;� ()�)(^ )) �; A;B ) ��; A ^B ) � �) �; A �) �; B�) �; A ^B () ^)(_ )) �; A) � �; B ) ��; A _B ) � �) �; A;B�) �; A _B () _)THE SYSTEM LK: This is the system obtained from LK+ by adding thefollowing axiom: � )THE SYSTEMS LJ+ and LJ : These are the systems obtained from LK+and LK (respectively) by transforming the ()�) rule to the following single-conclusion rule:



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 5()�) �; A) B�) A � BNotes:1. LK is a standard Gentzen-type calculus for the classical propositionallogic (taken in the language of f_;^;�;�g), while LK+ is its purelypositive fragment. The system LJ is a sequent calculus for the propo-sitional intuitionistic logic, while LJ+ is its purely positive fragment.The four systems are sound and complete for the corresponding logics,and admit cut-elimination (see [37]).2. In both LK and LJ it is possible to de�ne the usual negation con-nective of the corresponding logics by letting �' =Df ' � � (forintuitionistic logic, this in fact is the common procedure). We shallnevertheless take all four systems as \positive" logics, since our prin-cipal goal is to investigate the systems obtained from them by addingan independent negation connective : to their languages.2.1.2. Standard Rules for Negation and Corresponding SystemsThe two standard Gentzen-type rules for classical negation are:(: )) �) �; A:A;�) � A;�) ��) �;:A () :)Instead of these rules, many systems for classical or non-classical logicsemploy rules for introducing combinations of negation with other connec-tives. The most common rules used for this task are the following:(:: )) A;�) �::A;�) � �) �; A�) �;::A () ::)(: �)) A;:B;�) �:(A � B);�) � �) �; A �) �;:B�) �;:(A � B) () : �)(:_ )) �;:A;:B ) ��;:(A _B)) � �) �;:A �) �;:B�) �;:(A _B) () :_)(:^ )) �;:A) � �;:B ) ��;:(A ^B)) � �) �;:A;:B�) �;:(A ^B) () :^)



6 A. AvronNow, in Gentzen's original formulation ([28]) the rules (^ )) and () _)were split into two rules, each with one side formula only. To make ourinvestigation �ner, we do the same here for (:_ )), () :^) and (: �)).Thus instead of these three rules, we consider the following six:(: �))1 A;�) �:(A � B);�) � :B;�) �:(A � B);�) � (: �))2(:_ ))1 �;:A) ��;:(A _B)) � �;:B ) ��;:(A _B)) � (:_ ))2() :^)1 �) �;:A�) �;:(A ^B) �) �;:B�) �;:(A ^B) () :^)2Definition 2.1. 1. The set NR is the union of the following sets of rules:NR1 = f(: )); () :)gNR2 = f(:: )); () ::); () : �); () :_); (:^ ))gNR3 = f(: �))1; (: �))2; (:_ ))1; (:_ ))2; () :^)1; () :^)2g2. For L 2 fLK;LK+; LJ; LJ+g and S � NR, we denote by L(S) thesystem obtained from L by adding the rules in S.3. For L 2 fLK;LJg and S � NR, we denote by Lf (S) the systemobtained from L(S) by adding the axiom:) :�Historical Notes: Some of the logics introduced in De�nition 2.1 havealready been studied in the literature. Thus the logics LJ+(NR2 [ NR3)and LJ+(NR�f() :)g) are respectively identical with the logics N� (alsoknown asN4) andN (also known asN3) of Nelson ([1]) and Kutschera ([38])| see [39, 40] for further details and references. LK+(NR � f() :)g) isequivalent to the logic LPF of the VDM project ([32]). LK+(NR2 [NR3)is the logic of the bilattice FOUR (see subsection 2.2). LK(f() :)g)and LK(NR � f(: )g) were introduced in [10], where they were calledPI and PIs, respectively. Later Batens changed their names to CLuN andCLuNs, respectively (see e.g. [11]). LK+(NR�f(: )g) was independentlyintroduced (together with the 3-valued deterministic semantics described



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 7in subsection 2.2) in [4, 5, 35]. In [5] it was called PAC (this name wasadopted in [17]). LK(NR�f(: )g) was originally introduced in [36]. Laterit was reintroduced (together with its 3-valued deterministic semantics) in[20, 21], where it was called J3 (see also [23]), while in [17] it was calledLFI1. The system LK+(f() :); (:: ))g) is the logic Cmin studied in[16]. LK+(f() :); () ::); () :_)g) was again introduced in [10], underthe name PI�. LJ+(f() :); (:: ))g) is Raggio's formulation (in [34]) ofda Costa's well-known logic C! (see [19]).2.1.3. Corresponding Hilbert-type SystemsSome of the logics mentioned above have been originally introduced usingHilbert-type systems. Such systems can easily be given for every systemL(S) or Lf (S). We start with some standard Hilbert-type system HL forL (having MP as the only rule of inference), and add to it the axioms fromthe list below, which correspond to the negation rules in S. In the case ofLf (S) we add also the axiom A() :�). Here is the list:A(: )): :' � (' �  )A() :): ' _ :'A(:: )): ::' � 'A() ::): ' � ::'A(: �))1: :(' �  ) � 'A(: �))2: :(' �  ) � : A() : �): (' ^ : ) � :(' �  )A(:_ ))1: :(' _  ) � :'A(:_ ))2: :(' _  ) � : A() :_): (:' ^ : ) � :(' _  )A(:^ )): :(' ^  ) � (:' _ : )A() :^)1: :' � :(' ^  )A() :^)2: : � :(' ^  )A() :�): :�



8 A. AvronDefinition 2.2. For S � NR, let HL(S) be the system obtained fromHL (where L is in fLK;LK+; LJ; LJ+g) by adding to it the axioms whichcorrespond to the rules in S, and let HLf (S) be HL(S) +A() :�).Theorem 2.3. HL(S) and L(S) are strongly equivalent for every logic L infLK;LK+; LJ; LJ+g and S � NR: If T is a set of sentences, � a nonempty�nite set of sentences, and  � is the disjunction of all the sentences in �,then T `HL(S)  � i� there is a �nite subset � of T such that `L(S) �) �.Similar relations hold between HLf (S) and Lf (S).Proof. Standard.2.2. The Bilattice FOURThe Logic LK+(NR2 [NR3) has a well-known characteristic matrix, basedon the four values t; f;?; and >. In its best known presentation, this matrixwas described and motivated by Belnap in [14, 13], following works and ideasof Dunn (see e.g. [22]). To motivate the design of this structure, Dunn andBelnap employ two natural orderings of the truth values: the \truth" partialorder �t, and the \knowledge" (sometimes called the \information") partialorder �k. According to �t, f is the minimal element, t is the maximal one,and ?;> are two intermediate values, which are incomparable. Accordingto �k (originally due to Scott), ? is the minimal element, > { the maximalone, and t, f are the intermediate values (see Figure 1).6k
-ts?sf sts>����@@@@����

@@@@
Figure 1. FOURBoth (ft; f;>;?g;�t) and (ft; f;>;?g;�k) are lattices, and the lattice op-erations of the �rst are used to provide the semantics of _ and ^. In addition,there is a negation operation which is an involution w.r.t. �t and is monotone



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 9w.r.t. �k (there is exactly one such operation: its details are given below).2Dunn-Belnap's structure is nowadays known also as the basic (distributive)bilattice, and its logic | as the basic logic of (distributive) bilattices (see[30, 31, 25, 24, 26, 27, 2, 3]). In [2] Belnap's matrix was extended with anappropriate implication connective. The resulting structure is described inthe next de�nition.Definition 2.4. The matrix FOUR = hT ;D;Oi is given by:� T = ft;>;?; fg� D = ft;>g� The operations in O are de�ned by:1. :t = f; :f = t; :> = >; :? = ?2. a _ b = sup�t(a; b); a ^ b = inf�t(a; b)3. a � b = � b if a 2 Dt if a 62 DTheorem 2.5.1. ([2]) LK+(NR2 [NR3) is sound and complete w.r.t to FOUR.2. ([5])3 LK+(NR2[NR3[f(: ))g) and LK+(NR2[NR3[f() :)g)are respectively sound and complete w.r.t to the three-valued ft; f;?g-submatrix and the ft; f;>g-submatrix of FOUR.3. Semantics in the Classical Case3.1. Non-deterministic MatricesOur main semantic tool in what follows will be the following generalizationof the concept of a many-valued matrix:2Belnap allowed only the use of operations which are monotone with respect to �k.The implication � we use below does not have this property, and so �k has little rolein the semantics of our extensions of LK+. Surprisingly, it has great importance for thesemantics of our extensions of LJ+ (see section 4).3The two parts of this item are proved together in [5]. However, each of them alonehas been discovered and proved in many other papers. See the historical notes at the endof subsection 2.1.2 for relevant references.



10 A. AvronDefinition 3.1. 41. A non-deterministic matrix (Nmatrix for short) for a propositionallanguage L is a tuple M = hT ;D;Oi, where:(a) T is a non-empty set of truth values.(b) D is a non-empty proper subset of T .(c) For every n-ary connective � of L, O includes a correspondingn-ary function e� from T n to 2T � f;g.We say that M is (in)�nite if so is T .2. Let F be the set of formulas of L. A (legal) valuation in an NmatrixM is a function v : F ! T that satis�es the following condition forevery n-ary connective � of L and  1; : : : ;  n 2 F :v(�( 1; : : : ;  n)) 2 e�(v( 1); : : : ; v( n))3. A valuation v in an Nmatrix M is a model of (or satis�es) a formula in M (notation: v j=M  ) if v( ) 2 D. v is a model of a set � offormulas in M (notation: v j=M �) if it satis�es every formula in �.4. `M, the consequence relation induced by the Nmatrix M, is de�nedas follows:� `M � if for every v such that v j=M � there exists ' 2 � suchthat v j=M '5. A logic L = hL;`i is sound for an NmatrixM (where L is the languageofM) if ` � `M. L is complete forM if ` � `M. M is characteristicfor L if L is both sound and complete for it (i.e.: if ` = `M).Note: We shall identify an ordinary (deterministic) matrix with an NmatrixM = hT ;D;Oi such that the functions in O always return singletons.The following De�nition is a re�nement of the notion of \re�nement"used in [6]:4This de�nition was �rst presented in [7, 8, 9]. A special two-valued case of it wasessentially introduced in [12]. Another particular case of the same idea, using a similarname, was used in [18]. It should also be noted that Carnielli's \possible-translationssemantics" (see [15]) had originally been called \non-deterministic semantics" too, butlater the name was changed to the present one.



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 11Definition 3.2. Let M1 = hT1;D1;O1i and M2 = hT2;D2;O2i be Nma-trices for a language L. M2 is called a re�nement of M1 if T2 � T1,D2 = D1 \ T2, and e�M2(~x) � e�M1(~x) for every n-ary connective � of Land every ~x 2 T n2 .Proposition 3.3. If M2 is a re�nement of M1 then `M1�`M2 . Hence ifL is sound for M1 then L is also sound for M2.Proof. Suppose � `M1 �. We show that � `M2 �. So assume that vis a model of � in M2. Since T2 � T1, and e�M2(~x) � e�M1(~x) for everyn-ary connective � of L and every ~x 2 T n2 , v is a legal valuation in M1.Since D2 � D1, v is actually a model of � in M1. This and the fact that� `M1 � imply that v(') 2 D1 for some ' 2 �. But v(') is also in T2, andso v(') 2 D1\T2 = D2. Hence v is a model inM2 of some element of �.3.2. Non-deterministic Four-Valued SemanticsClassical Logic has, of course, the semantics of the usual two-valued de-terministic matrix. This semantics can, however, be easily generalized asfollows.Definition 3.4. 1. Let M = hT ;D;Oi be an Nmatrix for a languagewhich includes that of LK+. We say that M is suitable for LK+ ifthe following conditions are satis�ed:� If a 2 D and b 2 D then aêb � D� If a 62 D then aêb � T �D� If b 62 D then aêb � T �D� If a 2 D then ae_b � D� If b 2 D then ae_b � D� If a 62 D and b 62 D then ae_b � T �D� If a 62 D then ae�b � D� If b 2 D then ae�b � D� If a 2 D and b 62 D then ae�b � T �D2. Let M = hT ;D;Oi be an Nmatrix for a language which includes thelanguage of LK. We say that M is suitable for LK if it is suitable forLK+, and the following condition is satis�ed:



12 A. Avron� e� � T �DTheorem 3.5. LK (LK+) is sound for any Nmatrix M = hT ;D;Oi whichis suitable for it. Moreover: it is complete for M0 = hT ;D;O0i, where O0 isthe subset of O which corresponds to the connectives of LK (LK+).Proof. We leave the easy proof for the reader.Convention: For convenience, we henceforth usually employ the same sym-bol for a connective and for the corresponding non-deterministic operationin a given Nmatrix. We also denote by the same symbol (usually O) the setof connectives of a language L and the corresponding set of operations of anNmatrix for L.We turn now to Nmatrices for logics with negation which are based onthe basic four truth values described in the introduction.Definition 3.6. Let MP (M�P ) be the following Nmatrix hT ;D;Oi:� T = ft;>; f;?g� D = ft;>g� a � b = � D b 2 D or a 2 T � DT �D otherwisea _ b = � D a 2 D or b 2 DT �D otherwisea ^ b = � D a 2 D; b 2 DT �D otherwise:t = : ?= T � D :f = :> = D(� = T � D)Proposition 3.7. LK+ (LK) is sound for any re�nement of MP (M�P ).Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.5.Note: Since the ordinary two-valued matrix is a re�nement of MP (M�P )and is complete for LK+ and LK, so areMP andM�P (and this is obviouslytrue for every re�nement of them).



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 133.3. E�ects of the Negation RulesWe turn now to the e�ects of the various negation rules. We shall show thatto each of them corresponds a condition which leads to a certain re�nementofMP (orM�P ). These conditions are independent of each other, but nevercontradict each other. To see how they are obtained, take (: �))1 as anexample. This rule is equivalent to the validity of :(' �  ) ` '. It meanstherefore that v(:(' �  )) 62 D if v(') 62 D. Since v(' �  ) itself should bein D if v(') 62 D, it follows byMP 's truth tables for negation that v(' �  )should be t if v(') 62 D. This is therefore the condition that corresponds tothis rule, and it turns 8 (out of the many more) possible non-deterministicchoices inMP (or M�P ) to deterministic ones. Similar analysis can be donefor the other rules. The resulting list of conditions is listed in the nextDe�nition.Definition 3.8.1. The re�ning conditions induced by the negation rules are:C(: )): Use only t; f and ?C() :): Use only t; f and >C(:: )): :f = ftg, : ?= f?gC() ::): :t = ffg, :> = f>gC(:_ ))1: x _ y = fsupt(x; y)g if x 2 ft;?gC(:_ ))2: x _ y = fsupt(x; y)g if y 2 ft;?gC() :_): x _ y = fsupt(x; y)g if x 2 ff;>g, y 2 ff;>gC(:^ )): x ^ y = finft(x; y)g if x 2 ft;?g, y 2 ft;?gC() :^)1: x ^ y = finft(x; y)g if x 2 ff;>gC() :^)2: x ^ y = finft(x; y)g if y 2 ff;>gC(: �))1: x � y = ftg if x 62 DC(: �))2: x � y = ftg if y = t or x 62 D and y =?x � y = fyg if y = t or x 2 D and y =?C() : �): x � y = fyg if x 2 D and y 2 ff;>g2. For S � NR, let C(S) = fCr j r 2 SgFrom now until the end of this subsection, we shall concentrate on the lan-guage without � .



14 A. AvronDefinition 3.9. For S � NR, letMP [S] be the weakest re�nement of MPin which the conditions in C(S) are all satis�ed. In other words: MP [S] =hTS;DS ;OSi where:� TS = 8>><>>: ft; fg f(: )); () :)g � Sft; f;?g (: )) 2 S; () :) 62 Sft; f;>g (: )) 62 S; () :) 2 Sft; f;?;>g (: )) 62 S; () :) 62 S� DS = TS \ ft;>g� For � 2 f_;^;�g denote by �S the operation in OS which correspondsto �, and denote by �P the interpretation of � inMP . We let �S(x; y) =fzg i� �(x; y) = fzg is an instance of one of the conditions in S,and �S(x; y) = �P (x; y) otherwise. It is easy to see that the variousconditions in NR cannot cause any conict here, so �S is well-de�ned.The operation in OS corresponding to : is de�ned similarly.Proposition 3.10. If S � NR then LK+(S) is sound for MP [S].Proof. We show, by way of example, that (:_ ))1 is valid in any re�ne-ment M of MP in which the condition C(:_ ))1 is satis�ed. So assumethat v is a valuation in M such that v(:A) 62 D. Then v(A) 2 ft;?g.Condition C(:_ ))1 entails that in this case also v(A_B) 2 ft;?g, and sov(:(A _B)) 62 D. Hence :(A _B) `M :A.Theorem 3.11. If S � NR then LK+(S) is strongly complete for MP [S].Proof. Using Theorem 2.3, it suÆces to show that if T is a theory and '0is a sentence such that T 6`HLK+(S) '0, then there exists a model of T inMP [S] which is not a model of '0. For this extend T to a maximal theoryT� such that T� 6`HLK+(S) '0. Since HLK+(S) is an extension of HLK+having only MP as a rule of inference, T� has the following properties:1.  62 T� i�  � '0 2 T�.2. If  62 T� then  � ' 2 T� for every sentence '.3. ' _  2 T� i� either ' 2 T� or  2 T�.4. ' ^  2 T� i� both ' 2 T� and  2 T�.5. ' �  2 T� i� either ' 62 T� or  2 T�.



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 15(The proofs of 1{5 are all standard: Property 1 follows from the maximalityproperty of T� and the deduction theorem. Property 2 is proved �rst for = '0 using Property 1 and the tautology (('0 � ') � '0) � '0, and thendeduced for all  62 T� using Property 1. Properties 3{5 are easy corollariesof Properties 1, 2, and the fact that T� 6`HLK+(S) '0).De�ne a valuation v in MP [S] as follows:v( ) = 8>><>>: ?  62 T�;: 62 T�f  62 T�;: 2 T�t  2 T�;: 62 T�>  2 T�;: 2 T�We shall now show that v is a legal valuation, i.e. it respects the interpre-tations of the connectives inMP [S]. Properties 3{5 of T� easily imply thatv respects the basic constraints concerning the positive connectives. As forthe basic constraints concerning negation, we have:� Assume v( ) 2 ft;?g. By de�nition, this implies : 62 T�, and sov(: ) 2 ff;?g.� Assume v( ) 2 ff;>g. By de�nition, this implies : 2 T�, and sov(: ) 2 ft;>g.It remains to show that v respects the conditions induced by the rules in S:C() :): Assume () :) 2 S. Then ' _ :' 2 T�, and so Property 3 aboveentails that for every ', either ' 2 T�, or :' 2 T�. Hence there is no' such that v(') =?.C(: )): Assume (: )) 2 S. Then, by the corresponding axiom and thefact that '0 62 T�, there is no ' such that both ' 2 T� and :' 2 T�.Hence there is no ' such that v(') = >.C() ::): Assume () ::) 2 S. Then ::' 2 T� whenever ' 2 T�. Thiseasily implies (by the de�nition of v) that if v(') = t then v(:') = f ,while if v(') = > then v(:') = >.C(:: )): Assume (:: )) 2 S. Then ::' 62 T� whenever ' 62 T�. Thiseasily entails (by the de�nition of v) that v(') = f implies v(:') = t,while v(') =? implies v(:') =?.C(:_ ))1: Assume (:_ ))1 2 S. Then :('_ ) 62 T� if :' 62 T�. Hence ifv(') 2 ft;?g then v(:('_ )) 2 ft;?g. Now if v(') = t then ' 2 T�,



16 A. Avronand so ' _  2 T�. Hence in this case v(' _  ) = t. If v(') =? then' 62 T�, and so ' _  2 T� i�  2 T� (i� v( ) 2 D). It follows thatin this case v(' _  ) = t if v( ) 2 D, and v(' _  ) =? otherwise. Inall cases we �nd that v(' _  ) = supt(v('); v( )) if v(') 2 ft;?g.C(:_ ))2: Similar.C() :_): Assume () :_) 2 S. Then :(' _  ) 2 T� if :' 2 T� and: 2 T�. Thus :(' _  ) 2 T� if v(') 2 ff;>g and v( ) 2 ff;>g.Hence v(' _  ) is either f or >, depending whether ' _  2 T� ornot. Since ' _  2 T� i� either ' 2 T� or  2 T�, we obviously havev(' _  ) = supt(v('); v( )) in the case under discussion.We leave the proofs of the conditions corresponding to the remainingrules to the reader. Now v( ) 2 D i�  2 T�. Hence v( ) 2 D for every 2 T, while v('0) 62 D. It follows that v is indeed a model of T which isnot a model of v('0).Next we apply our soundness and completeness results to derive threeimportant properties of the systems considered above.Theorem 3.12. LK+(S) admits cut-elimination for any S � NR.Proof. If S \ NR1 = ; then the proof is an easy adaption of Gentzen'soriginal proof for LK ([28, 37])5. The case when S \NR1 = f() :)g wasproved (using our 3-valued non-deterministic semantics) in [6]. A completelyanalogous proof can be given in the dual case where S\NR1 = f(: ))g.Our main tool for the next two theorems is the following De�nition (from[6]) and the corresponding simple Lemma, the trivial proof of which we leaveto the reader:Definition 3.13. Let L be a propositional language, and letM = hT ;D;Oibe an Nmatrix for L. A semivaluation inM is any function v0 : F 0 ! T suchthat F 0 is a set of formulas of L which is closed under subformulas, and v0respectsM (in the sense that �( 1; : : : ;  n) 2 F 0 implies v0(�( 1; : : : ;  n)) 2~�(v( 1); : : : ; v( n))).Lemma 3.14. Any semivaluation in an Nmatrix M can be extended to avaluation in M.5Such an adaption is not so easy if S \NR1 is a singleton since the case in which thecut formula is of the form :' causes then diÆculties.



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 17Theorem 3.15. LK+(S) is decidable for every S � NR.Proof. Let �) � be a sequent of the language of LK+(S). Let F 0 be theset of all subformulas of formulas in � ) �. To decide whether � ) � isprovable in LK+(S), check whether for every v0 : F 0 ! ft; f;>;?g which isa semivaluation inMP [S], either v0(') 62 D for some ' 2 �, or v0(') 2 D forsome ' 2 �. By Lemma 3.14 (together with the soundness and completenessof LK+(S) with respect to MP [S]), this is indeed suÆcient. Since thenumber of such semivaluations is �nite, this is a decision procedure.We turn to the question: Which of the various logics we have consideredare actually di�erent from each other? Well, if NR1 � S then LK+(S) isjust classical logic, and so all the other rules are derivable in it. It is alsoeasy to see that (: �))1 is derivable from (: )) in the context of LK+.The next theorem shows that these are the only dependencies in NR (andso there are 5 � 210 di�erent non-classical logics of the form LK+(S), whereS � NR).Theorem 3.16. Let S0 = S1 [ S2 [ S3, where:S1 = fS j S � NR; S \NR1 = ;gS2 = fS j S � NR; S \NR1 = f() :)ggS3 = fS j S � NR; S \NR1 = f(: ))g; (: �))1 62 SgThen if S 2 S0 then LK+(S) is strictly weaker than classical logic. More-over: if S1; S2 2 S0 and S1 6= S2, then LK+(S1) 6= LK+(S2)Proof. It is easy to see that A(: )) is not valid inMP [(NR�f(: ))g)],and A() :) is not valid in MP [(NR � f() :)g)].6 Hence A(: )) isnot derivable in LK+(NR � f(: ))g), while A() :) is not derivable inLK+(NR � f() :)g). Thus LK+(S) is strictly weaker than classical logicif S 2 S0. It also follows that in order to prove that LK+(S1) 6= LK+(S2) ifS1; S2 2 S0 and S1 6= S2, it suÆces to show the following: If r 2 NR2[NR3,and A(r) is the corresponding Hilbert-type axiom, then A(r) is not valid inMP [S1r ], where S1r = NR�fr; (: ))g, and if r 6= (: �))1 then A(r) is notvalid inMP [S2r ] either, where S2r = NR�fr; () :)g. For this it suÆces (byLemma 3.14) to provide appropriate semivaluations v1 and v2 which refuteA(r) in S1r and S2r , respectively. Here is a list of such refuting semivaluationsin each case:6These two Nmatrices are actually well-known ordinary matrices, and are respectivelythe ft; f;>g-submatrix of FOUR and the ft; f;?g-submatrix of FOUR mentioned inTheorem 2.5.



18 A. Avronr = (:: )): v1(p) = f v1(:p) = > v1(::p) = >v2(p) =? v2(:p) = f v2(::p) = tr = () ::): v1(p) = > v1(:p) = t v1(::p) = fv2(p) = t v2(:p) =? v2(::p) =?r = (:_ ))1:v1(p) = t v1(q) = > v1(p _ q) = > v1(:(p _ q)) = > v1(:p) =fv2(p) =? v2(q) = f v2(p _ q) = f v2(:(p _ q)) = t v2(:p) =?r = (:_ ))2:v1(p) => v1(q) = t v1(p _ q) => v1(:(p _ q)) = > v1(:q) =fv2(p) = f v2(q) =? v2(p _ q) = f v2(:(p _ q)) = t v2(:q) =?r = () :_):v1(p) = v1(q) = > v1(p _ q) = t v1(:p) = v1(:q) = >v1(:p ^ :q) = > v1(:(p _ q)) = fv2(p) = v2(q) = f v2(p _ q) =? v2(:p) = v2(:q) = tv2(:p ^ :q) = t v2(:(p _ q)) =?r = (:^ )):v1(p) = v1(q) = t v1(:p) = v1(:q) = f v1(p ^ q) = >v1(:(p ^ q)) = > v1(:p _ :q) = fv2(p) = v2(q) =? v2(:p) = v2(:q) =? v2(p ^ q) = fv2(:(p ^ q)) = t v2(:p _ :q) =?r = () :^)1:v1(p) => v1(q) = t v1(p ^ q) = t v1(:p) => v1(:(p ^ q)) =fv2(p) =f v2(q) =? v2(p ^ q) =? v2(:p) = t v2(:(p ^ q)) =?r = () :^)2:v1(p) = t v1(q) => v1(p ^ q) = t v1(:q) => v1(:(p ^ q)) =fv2(p) =? v2(q) = f v2(p ^ q) =? v2(:q) = t v2(:(p ^ q)) =?



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 19r = () : �)1:v1(p) = f v1(q) = > v1(p � q) = > v1(:(p � q)) = >r = () : �)2:v1(p) = t v1(q)= t v1(p � q) => v1(:(p � q)) => v1(:q) =fv2(p) = t v2(q) =? v2(p � q) = f v2(:(p � q)) = t v2(:q) =?r = () : �):v1(p) = > v1(q) = > v1(:q) = > v1(p ^ :q) = >v1(p � q) = t v1(:(p � q)) = fv2(p) = t v2(q) = f v2(:q) = t v2(p ^ :q) = tv2(p � q) =? v2(:(p � q)) =?It is easy to check that each of these semivaluations indeed satis�es all theconstraints which correspond to the rules in NR2 [ NR3 except for therelevant one, as well as C() :) (in the case of v1), or C(: )) (in the caseof v2)3.4. Adding The Propositional Constant �For S � NR, let M�P [S] be the weakest re�nement of M�P in which theconditions in C(S) are all satis�ed. All the theorems of the previous sub-section concerning the systems LK+(S) and their relations with the Nma-trices MP [S] are true (with practically the same proofs) for the systemsLK(S) and for their relations with the Nmatrices M�P [S]. Note also that if(: )) 62 S then the valuation that assigns > to every sentence is legal inMP [S], but not in M�P [S]. Hence in this case no counterpart of � is de�n-able in LK+(S), and LK(S) is a proper extension of LK+(S). In contrast,if (: )) 2 S then a syntactical counterpart of � can be de�ned as ' ^ :'(for some '), and so there is no real di�erence between LK+(S) and LK(S)in this case.Turning our attentions to the systems LKf (S) (S � NR), let MFP [S]be the weakest re�nement of M�P which satis�es the conditions in C(S)together with the condition:� e� = ffg



20 A. AvronAgain, all the theorems of the previous subsection concerning the systemsLK+(S) and their relations with the Nmatrices MP [S] are true for the sys-tems LKf (S) and for their relations with the Nmatrices MFP [S]. However,this time ) :� is derivable in LK(S) if () :) 2 S, but not if () :) 62 S(take v(�) = v(:�) =?). Hence if () :) 62 S then LKf (S) is a new logic(and all the logics of the form LKf (S), where () :) 62 S, are di�erent fromeach other and from all the logics we have considered above).4. Semantics in the Intuitionistic Case4.1. General SemanticsThe previous section was devoted to extensions of positive classical log-ics. However, LJ+ might be a better starting point for investigating nega-tions (and it is certainly the natural basis for investigating constructivenegations). One reason is that the valid sentences of LJ+ are all intu-itively correct. LK+, in contrast, includes counterintuitive tautologies like(A^B � C) � (A � C)_ (B � C) or A_ (A � B). Moreover: the classicalnatural deduction rules for the positive connectives (^;_ and �) de�ne theintuitionistic positive logic LJ+, not the classical one. It is only with theaid of the classical rules for (the classical) negation that one can prove thecounterintuitive positive tautologies mentioned above.Now, it is well known that it is impossible to conservatively add to thepositive fragment of intuitionistic logic a negation which is both explosive(i.e.: :A;A ` B for all A;B) and satis�es the law of excluded middle LEM.With such an addition we get classical logic. The intuitionists indeed rejectLEM, retaining the explosive nature of negation (which is usually de�nedusing the constant � and implication). In this section we shall see thatthis is not the only possible choice. The main problem we shall solve in itis: Which of the logics LJ+(S) (S � NR) is conservative over LJ+? (andsimilarly for LJ). We believe that each such logic is entitled to be called \a(constructive) logic with a constructive negation"7.As in the case of LK+ (or LK) , we start with generalizing the standard,two-valued semantics of LJ+ (or LJ). Recall that this semantics is usually7At various places (see e.g. [39, 40, 33]) Wansing and Pearce, for example, have arguedthat the treatment of negation in Nelson's logics N� andN may be said to be constructivealso because the falsity conditions of each kind of compound formulas are stated separately.In this sense also some of our extensions of LK+ might be said to have a constructivenegation.



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 21provided by the class of all Kripke frames of the formW = hW;�; vi 8, wherehW;�i is a nonempty partially ordered set and v :W �F ! T (where F isthe set of formulas of the language) satis�es the following conditions:1. If y � x and v(x; ') = t then v(y; ') = t.92. � v(x; ' ^  ) = t i� v(x; ') = t and v(x;  ) = t� v(x; ' _  ) = t i� v(x; ') = t or v(x;  ) = t� v(x;� ) = f (if � is in the language).3. v(x; ' �  ) = t i� v(y;  ) = t for every y � x such that v(y; ') = tObviously, if W = hW;�; vi is a frame, then for every x 2 W the function�':v(x; ') behaves like an ordinary classical valuation with respect to allthe connectives except �. The treatment of � is indeed what distinguishesbetween classical logic and intuitionistic logic. This observation leads to thefollowing non-deterministic generalization of Kripke frames for LJ+:Definition 4.1. Let � be one of the connectives of a propositional languageL, and let M = hT ;D;Oi be an Nmatrix for L� f�g. Denote by F be theset of formulas of L. AnM-frame for L is a tripleW = hW;�; vi such that:1. hW;�i is a nonempty partially ordered set2. v : W �F ! T satis�es the following conditions:� The persistence condition: if y � x and v(x; ') 2 D then alsov(y; ') 2 D.� For every x 2W , �':v(x; ') is a legal M-valuation.� v(x; ' �  ) 2 D i� v(y;  ) 2 D for every y � x such thatv(y; ') 2 D.We say that a formula ' is true in a world x 2W of a frameW if v(x; ') 2 D.A sequent �) � is valid inW if for every x 2W there is either ' 2 � suchthat ' is not true in x, or  2 � such that  is true in x.8In the literature by a \frame" one usually means just the pair hW;�i. Here we havefound it convenient to use this technical term di�erently, so that the valuation v is anintegral part of it.9For the language of LJ it suÆces to demand this condition for atomic formulas only;then one can prove that every formula has this property. This is not the case for thenon-deterministic generalizations we present below.



22 A. AvronNote: Obviously, if M1 is a re�nement of M2, then any M1-frame is alsoan M2-frame, and every sequent valid in M2 is also valid in M1.Definition 4.2. 1. Let M = hT ;D;Oi be an Nmatrix for a languagewhich includes the language of LJ+. We say that M is suitable forLJ+ if the following conditions are satis�ed:� If a 2 D and b 2 D then a ^ b � D� If a 62 D then a ^ b � T �D� If b 62 D then a ^ b � T �D� If a 2 D then a _ b � D� If b 2 D then a _ b � D� If a 62 D and b 62 D then a _ b � T �D� If b 2 D then a � b � D� If a 2 D and b 62 D then a � b � T �D2. Let M = hT ;D;Oi be an Nmatrix for a language which includes thelanguage of LJ . We say that M is suitable for LJ if it is suitable forLJ+, and the following condition is satis�ed:� � � T �DNote: An Nmatrix which is suitable for LJ+ (LJ) is also suitable for LK+(LK) i� it satis�es just one more condition: If a 62 D then a � b � D.Theorem 4.3. Assume W is an M-frame, where M is suitable for LJ+(LJ). Then any sequent provable in LJ+ (LJ) is valid in W.Proof. Again, we leave the easy proof to the reader.From now on we shall concentrate on the systems LJ+(S) (S � NR).Like in the classical case (see subsection 3.4), obtaining similar results forLJ(S) and LJf (S) causes no further diÆculties.Definition 4.4. Let MIP be the following Nmatrix hT ;D;Oi for the lan-guage f:;^;_;�g:� T = ft;>; f;?g� D = ft;>g



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 23� a � b = 8<: D b 2 DT �D b 62 D; a 2 DT a; b 2 T � Da _ b = � D a 2 D or b 2 DT �D otherwisea ^ b = � D a; b 2 DT �D otherwise:t = : ?= T � D :f = :> = DNote: The only di�erence between MIP and MP is that in MIP we havea � b = T in case a; b 2 T � D, while in MP a � b = D in this case.Proposition 4.5. Let M be a re�nement of MIP . Then LJ+ is sound forevery M-frameProof. This follows from Theorem 4.3.Proposition 4.6. Let M be a re�nement of MIP . Then the persistencecondition in the de�nition of anM-frame (see De�nition 4.1) can be replacedby the following monotonicity condition:� If x � y then v(x; ') �k v(y; ')Proof. Assume the persistence condition, and let x � y. We show thatv(x; ') �k v(y; '). There are 4 cases to consider:v(x; ') =?: This case is trivial.v(x; ') = t: Here v(y; ') 2 ft;>g by persistence, whence v(x; ') �k v(y; ').v(x; ') = f : In this case v(x;:') 2 D, whence v(y;:') 2 D by persistence.This is possible only if v(y; ') 2 ff;>), and so again v(x; ') �k v(y; ').v(x; ') = >: In this case both v(x; ') and v(x;:') are in D. Hence bothv(y; ') and v(y;:') are in D by persistence. This is possible only ifv(y; ') = > as well.The converse | that the monotonicity condition implies the persistencecondition | is trivial.



24 A. AvronProposition 4.6 implies that if M is a re�nement of MIP then an M-frame can be de�ned as a triple W = hW;�; vi such that:1. hW;�i is a nonempty partially ordered set.2. v : W �F ! T satis�es:� For every ' the function �x:v(x; ') is �k- monotonic.� For every x 2W , �':v(x; ') is a legal M-valuation.� v(x; ' �  ) 2 D i� v(y;  ) 2 D for every y � x such thatv(y; ') 2 D.4.2. E�ects of the Negation RulesNow we turn to the e�ects of the various negation rules in the context ofour semantics for LJ+ and its extensions. We shall see that again each ofthem has a corresponding condition leading to a certain re�nement of MIPon which the corresponding frames are based. With only two exceptions,the conditions are identical to those we have in the classical case (and areagain independent of each other, and never contradict each other).Definition 4.7. For r 2 NR, de�ne CIr as follows:� CI(: �))1: If x 62 D then x � y � ft;?g� CI(: �))2: If y 2 ft;?g then x � y � ft;?g� CIr = Cr otherwise.Definition 4.8.1. For S � NR, let CI(S) = fCIr j r 2 Sg.2. For S � NR, let MIP [S] be the weakest re�nement of MIP in whichthe conditions in CI(S) are satis�ed.Theorem 4.9. If S � NR then LJ+(S) is sound and strongly complete forMPI [S]-frames: T `LJ+(S)  i� for every MPI [S]-frame W = hW;�; vi,and every x 2W , if v(x; ') 2 D for every ' 2 T then also v(x;  ) 2 D.Proof. The easy proof of soundness is left to the reader.To prove completeness of LJ+(S), de�ne (as usual) a prime theory ofLJ+(S) to be a set of sentences T closed under `HLJ+(S) and such that if' _  2 T then either ' 2 T or  2 T. Since HLJ+(S) is an extension



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 25by axioms of LJ+(S), it has the property that if T 6`HLJ+(S)  then thereis a prime extension T� of T such that  62 T�. De�ne a canonical frameW = hW;�; vi as follows:� W is the set of prime theories of LJ+(S).� �=�� v(T;  ) = 8>><>>: ?  62 T;: 62 Tf  62 T;: 2 Tt  2 T;: 62 T>  2 T;: 2 TObviously, v(T;  ) 2 D i�  2 T. With this fact, the proof that v satis�esthe persistence condition, as well as the basic conditions concerning thepositive connectives, is like in the standard proofs of the completeness ofHLJ+ (using its canonical model). The de�nition of v immediately impliesthat v satis�es the basic conditions concerning :. Finally, the proof that forevery T 2W , �':v(T; ') respects the constraints imposed by the conditionsin CI(S) is like in the proof of the completeness of HLK+(S) (Theorem3.11). Hence W is an MPI [S]-frame.Assume now that T 6`HLJ+(S)  0. Then there exists T� 2 W suchthat T � T� and  0 62 T�. Hence v(T�; ') 2 D for every ' 2 T, whilev(T�;  0) 62 D.4.3. What Combinations of Rules are Admissible?Proposition 4.9 does not have much value in itself. Indeed, it does notguarantee that LJ+(S) is conservative over LJ+, and neither does it providea decision procedure for LJ+(S). The reason is that a valuation is an in�niteobject. Now, to provide a countermodel v for a formula  , all one needs todo in the case of valuations in �nite matrices or Nmatrices is to give thetruth-values that v assigns to subformulas of  . However, here it is not clearthat such a partial description would suÆce. Indeed, in the proof of the nextTheorem we give an example in which this is not the case. Semantics basedon the idea of valuations might be called e�ective if such a phenomenon doesnot occur. Below we de�ne this intuitive idea in exact terms:Definition 4.10. Let M = MIP [S] for some S � NR. An M-semiframeis a triple W = hW;�; v0i such that:1. hW;�i is a nonempty partially ordered set.



26 A. Avron2. v0 :W �F 0 ! T is a partial valuation such that:� F 0 is a subset of F which is closed under subformulas.� v0 satis�es the monotonicity condition: if y � x and ' 2 F 0, thenv0(x; ') �k v0(y; ').� v0 respects M: If �( 1; : : : ;  n) 2 F 0, then v0(x; �( 1; : : : ;  n)) 2~�(v0(x;  1); : : : ; v0(x;  n)).� If ' �  2 F 0 then v0(x; ' �  ) 2 D i� v0(y;  ) 2 D for everyy � x such that v0(y; ') 2 D.Definition 4.11. MIP [S] is called e�ective if for any MIP [S]- semiframehW;�; v0i there exists an MIP [S]-frame hW;�; vi such that v extends v0.The two crucial problems we are going to solve now are:1. For which S is LJ+(S) conservative over LJ+?2. For which S is MIP [S] e�ective?We start with the second problem.Theorem 4.12. Let S � NR. Then MIP [S] is e�ective if and only if eitherf() :); (: �))1g 6� S or f() :); (: ))g � S.Proof. If f() :); (: ))g � S then neither ? nor > are available, and sothe monotonicity condition for v means that v(x; ') = v(y; ') if x � y, andthat for every x, �':v(x; ') is a classical valuation (in practical terms, thismeans that W can be taken to be a singleton, and the semantics reduces tothe classical one). Hence the theorem is trivial in this case (and follows fromlemma 3.14).To show that if f() :); (: ))g 6� S then it is necessary for e�ectivenessthat also f() :); (: �))1g 6� S, take for example W = fa; bg with a < b,and de�ne v0(a; p) = v0(a; q) = v0(b; q) = f; v0(b; p) = >. Then v0 respectsthe monotonicity condition, but if f() :); (: �))1g � S then there is noextension v of v0 such that hW;� vi is an MIP [S]-frame: v(a; p � q) shouldon the one hand be f according to the de�nition of an MIP -frame (becausethe presence of () :) implies that ? is not available), while according toCI(: �))1 it should be t (again, because ? is not available).Next assume that f() :); (: ))g 6� S and f() :); (: �))1g 6� S. Weshow that MIP [S] is e�ective. So let hW;�; v0i (where v0 :W �F 0 ! T ) bea semiframe. We extend it to a frame hW;�; vi by de�ning v inductively asfollows:



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 27� v(x;  ) = v0(x;  ) if  2 F 0� v(x; p) = t if p is atomic, p 62 F 0� v(x;: ) = :FOURv(x;  ) if  62 F 0, where :FOUR is FOUR's nega-tion (see De�nition 2.4)� v(x;  1 _  2) = supt(v(x;  1); v(x;  2)) if  1 _  2 62 F 0� v(x;  1 ^  2) = inft(v(x;  1); v(x;  2)) if  1 ^  2 62 F 0� If  1 �  2 62 F 0 then there are two cases:{ If () :) 62 S thenv(x;  1 �  2) = 8>><>>: v(x;  2) if v(x;  1) 2 D? if v(x;  1) 62 D and9y � x:v(y;  1)2D^v(y;  2) 62Dt otherwise{ If () :) 2 S but (: )) 62 S and (: �))1 62 S thenv(x;  1 �  2) = 8<: t if v(x;  2) = tf if 9y � x:v(y;  1) 2 D ^ v(y;  2) 62 D> otherwise(note that if () :) 62 S then ? is available, while if () :) 2 S then(: )) 62 S, and so > is available. These facts justify their use in thede�nition of v(x;  1 �  2))Now we prove by induction on the complexity of  that v(x;  ) is well-de�nedfor every x 2 W , and that �x:v(x;  ) is monotonic. This follows from ourassumption on v0 if  2 F 0, and is trivial if  is atomic. The cases where  isof one of the forms : 1,  1 _ 2, or  1 ^ 2 follow easily from the inductionhypothesis concerning  1;  2, and the monotonicity of the operations :;_and ^ in FOUR. It remains to prove the case where  =  1 �  2, and 62 F 0. Now, a problem with the coherence of the de�nition of v(x;  ) mayoccur in this case only if () :) 2 S, and v(x;  2) = t. However, by inductionhypothesis for  2, if v(x;  2) = t then v(z;  2) 2 D for all z � x, and so onlythe �rst clause in the de�nition of v(x;  1 �  2) is applicable, implying thatv(x;  ) is well-de�ned in this case too. We show now that under the sameassumptions concerning  , v(x;  ) �k v(y;  ) if y � x. There are two casesto consider:



28 A. Avron� Assume that () :) 62 S. If v(x;  1) 2 D then by the inductionhypothesis also v(y;  1) 2 D and v(x;  2) �k v(y;  2). Hence in thiscase v(x;  ) = v(x;  2) �k v(y;  2) = v(y;  ). If v(x;  1) 62 D andv(x;  ) =? then trivially v(x;  ) �k v(y;  ). Finally, if v(x;  1) 62 Dand v(x;  ) = t then the de�nition of v and the fact that y � x implythat v(y;  ) 2 D, and so again v(x;  ) �k v(y;  ).� Assume that () :) 2 S. Then v0(z; ') 6=? for every z 2W and every' 2 F 0, and so from the de�nition of v it follows that v(z; ') 6=? forevery z 2 W and every '. Hence v(z; ') 62 D i� v(z; ') = f , andv(z; ') 6= t i� v(z; ') 2 ff;>g. Therefore, the induction hypothesisimplies that if v(z;  2) 6= t for some z then v(w; 2) 6= t for every w � z.Hence if v(x;  ) = f then v(y;  ) 6= t, and so v(x;  ) �k v(y;  ). Ifv(x;  ) = t then v(x;  2) = t, and so by the induction hypothesisv(y;  2) 2 D, and also v(z;  2) 2 D for every z � y. Thus by thede�nition of v, v(y;  ) 2 D in this case, and so v(x;  ) = t �k v(y;  ).Finally, assume that v(x;  ) = >. This entails that v(x;  2) 6= t and8z � x:v(z;  1) = f _ v(z;  2) 2 D. Since y � x, the �rst fact impliesthat also v(y;  2) 6= t, whence v(y;  ) 6= t. The second fact impliesthat also 8z � y:v(z;  1) = f _ v(z;  2) 2 D, whence v(y;  ) 6= f . Inconsequence v(y;  ) = >, and so v(x;  ) �k v(y;  ).The monotonicity of v, together with its de�nition and our assumption aboutv0, easily imply that v(x;  1 �  2) 62 D i� 9y � x:v(y;  1) 2 D^v(y;  2) 62 D,and thatW = hW;�; vi is anMIP -frame. The assumption about v0 and thede�nition of v also easily imply that every condition in CI(S) concerningthe operations :;_;^ is satis�ed in W. We show that this is the case alsowith respect to the other conditions:� Assume that () :) 2 S. Then v0(z; ') 6=? for every z 2W and every' 2 F 0. Hence by induction on the structure of ' we have v(z; ') 6=?for every z 2W and every '.� Assume that (: )) 2 S. Then v0(z; ') 6= > for every z 2W and every' 2 F 0. Hence by induction on the structure of ' we have v(z; ') 6= >for every z 2W and every '.� Assume that () : �)1 2 S. Then () :) 62 S. Hence our assumptionconcerning v0, and the de�nition of v trivially implies in this case thatif v(x;  1) 62 D then v(x;  1 �  2) 2 ft;?g.



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 29� Assume that () : �)2 2 S. We show that if v(x;  2) 2 ft;?g thenv(x;  1 �  2) 2 ft;?g. This is trivial from our assumption concerningv0 in case  1 �  2 2 F 0, and from the de�nition of v(x;  1 �  2) incase  1 �  2 62 F 0 (note that if () :) 2 S then the condition justmeans that v(x;  1 �  2) = t if v( 2) = t).� Assume that (: �)) 2 S. We show that if v(x;  1) 2 D and v(x;  2) 2ff;>g then v(x;  1 �  2) = v(x;  2). This is obvious if  1 �  2 2 F 0,or if () :) 62 S. If () :) 2 S and  1 �  2 62 F 0 then the de�nition ofv implies �rst of all that v(x;  1 �  2) 2 ff;>g if v(x;  2) 2 ff;>g.If in addition v(x;  1) 2 D then this fact, together with the de�nitionof v and its monotonicity, imply that indeed v(x;  1 �  2) = v(x;  2).It follows that W is an MIP [S]-frame as required.Notes:1. The de�nition of a semiframe includes the monotonicity conditionrather than the persistence condition. This is important, since Theo-rem 4.12 is not true if the monotonicity condition is replaced by thepersistence condition. Thus if we take W = fa; bg with a < b, and de-�ne v0(a; p) = f; v0(b; p) = t then the persistence condition is met, butthere is no way to extend v0 to an appropriate v, because we shouldhave v(a;:p) 2 D while v(b;:p) 62 D, contradicting the persistencecondition. The two conditions are equivalent for full valuations (byProposition 4.6), but not for partial ones!2. The problem with the combination f() :); (: �))1g is that thecondition imposed by (: �))1 is not consistent with the condition ofk-monotonicity in case ? is not available.We can at last turn to the problem: for which S is LJ+(S) conservative overLJ+?Definition 4.13. SN = NR� f() :)g SP = NR� f(: )); (: �))1g.Theorem 4.14. Assume that S � NR. Then LJ+(S) is conservative overLJ+ i� neither f() :); (: ))g � S nor f() :); (: �))1g � S (i.e., i�either S � SN or S � SP ).Proof. The two conditions are necessary, since 6`LJ+ p _ (p � q), but forevery '; : ' _ :'; :' � (' �  ) `LJ+ ' _ (' �  )



30 A. Avron(' �  ) _ :(' �  ); :(' �  ) � ' `LJ+ ' _ (' �  )To show that the two conditions together are also suÆcient, it suÆces to showthat both LJ+(SN) and LJ+(SP ) are conservative over LJ+. So let  bea sentence in the language of LJ+ which is not provable in LJ+. We showthat  is provable in neither LJ+(SN) nor LJ+(SP ). Since 6`LJ+  , there isan ordinary two-valued Kripke frame hW;�; ui (where u : W �F ! ft; fg)in which  is not valid (i.e. u(x0;  ) = f for some x0 2W ). Now we de�nethe corresponding semiframes for LJ+(SN) and LJ+(SP ). Let F 0 be theset of formulas in the language of LJ+.LJ+(SN): De�ne v0N on W �F 0 by:v0N (x; ') = � t if u(x; ') = t? if u(x; ') = fIt is easy to check that hW;�; v0N i is an MIP [SN ]-semiframe (notethat any condition concerning : is vacuously satis�ed, since there isno sentence of the form :' in F 0).LJ+(SP ): De�ne v0P on W �F 0 by:v0P (x; ') = � > if u(x; ') = tf if u(x; ') = fAgain, it is straightforward to check that hW;�; v0P i is an MIP [SP ]-semiframe.By Theorem 4.12, hW;�; v0N i and hW;�; v0P i can respectively be extendedto anMIP [SN ]-frame hW;�; vN i and anMIP [SP ]-frame hW;�; vP i. SincevN (x0;  ) = v0N (x0;  ) =?,  is not valid in hW;�; v0N i, and so it is notprovable in LJ+(SN). Similarly, vP (x0;  ) = v0P (x0;  ) = f . Hence  is notvalid in hW;�; v0P i, and so is not provable in LJ+(SP ).Corollary 4.15. Suppose S1 � NR, and f() :); (: ))g 6� S1. Then:1. If also f() :); (: �))1g 6� S1 then LJ+(S1) 6= LK+(S1).2. If f() :); (: �))1g � S1 (or f() :); (: ))g � S1) then LJ+(S1) =LK+(S1).3. If S2 � NR, S1 6= S2 then LJ+(S1) 6= LK+(S2).4. If S2 � NR, S1 6= S2 then LJ+(S1) 6= LJ+(S2).



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 31Proof.1. Immediate from Theorem 4.142. This follows from the fact (shown in the proof of Theorem 4.14) thatif f() :); (: �))1g � S then ' _ (' �  ) is provable in LJ+(S).Indeed, it is well-known that by adding ' _ (' �  ) to LJ+ we getLK+.3. If f() :); (: ))g � S2 then LJ+(S2) = LK+(S2) = classical logic,while LK+(S1) (and so also LJ+(S1)) is strictly weaker than classicallogic (by Theorem 3.16). Hence the claim is trivial in this case, and wemay assume that also f() :); (: ))g 6� S2. Now in the case wheref() :); (: �))1g 6� S, the claim is again immediate from Theorem4.14. Otherwise it follows from part 2 of this Theorem, and (the proofof) Theorem 3.16.4. Again, we may assume that also f() :); (: ))g 6� S2. Hence itsuÆces to show that if r 2 NR, S � NR, f() :); (: ))g 6� S, andr 62 S, then A(r) is not provable in LJ+(S). In the proof of Theorem3.16 this was shown even for LK+(S) in the cases where r 6= (: �))1or (: )) 62 S. For the other cases, it suÆces to show that :(p � q) � pis not a theorem of NR � f() :); (: �))1g. For this, we constructa countermodel as follows. Let W = f0; 1g, and let � be the usualpartial order on W . Let F 0 = fp; q; p � q;:(p � q);:(p � q) � pg.De�ne a semivaluation v0 on W �F 0 by:v0(0; p) =? v0(1; p) = tv0(0; q) = f v0(1; q) = fv0(0; p � q) = f v0(1; p � q) = fv0(0;:(p � q)) = t v0(1;:(p � q)) = tv0(0;:(p � q) � p) =? v0(1;:(p � q) � p) = tIt is now straightforward to show that the resulting hW;�; v0i is anMIP [NR�f() :); (: �))1g]-semiframe, and obviously :(p � q) � pis not valid in this semiframe. Hence :(p � q) � p is not a theorem ofNR� f() :); (: �))1g by Theorems 4.9 and 4.12.Consequently, there are 5�210 new di�erent logics of the form LJ+(S), whereS � NR, all of them conservative over LJ+.Discussion: It follows from Theorem 4.14 that LJ+(SN) and LJ+(SP )are the two maximal logics in the family fLJ+(S) j S � NRg which are



32 A. Avronconservative extensions of constructive positive logic. Now the �rst is thewell-known system N of Nelson ([1]) and Kutschera ([38]). The systemLJ+(SP ), in contrast, has not been investigated before (to the best of ourknowledge). However, it is a very attractive system for constructive nega-tion. First: it is paraconsistent (i.e.: a single contradiction does not implyeverything in it). Second: LEM is valid in it. In fact, LJ+(SP ) is obtainedfrom N by replacing two of its axioms by LEM. Now, while LEM is a veryintuitive, historical principle of thought10, the two axioms it replaces arenot. Indeed, one of them, :' � (' �  ), intuitively means that if ' is falsethen it implies everything. The second, :(' �  ) � ', intuitively meansthat if there is something that ' does not imply, then ' should be true(i.e.: it cannot be false). Obviously, these two principles are very similarto each other (and are both counterintuitive) 11. It is no wonder that froma constructive point of view, each of them is inconsistent with LEM, andis rejected in LJ+(SP ). It is worth noting that in contrast, and despitethe paraconsistent nature of LJ+(SP ), the basic (and very intuitive) law ofcontradiction :(' ^ :') is valid in it.4.4. Decidability of the SystemsAs noted above, Theorem 4.9 alone does not guarantee the decidability ofthe logics it deals with, since the countermodel it provides for unprovablesentences may be in�nite (in fact, its proof constructs only an in�nite coun-termodel). Still, it is possible to derive decidability results from it by using�ltration techniques and Theorem 4.12. We prefer instead to present a moredirect proof, which involves a weak form of the cut-elimination theorem forour logics.Now it was shown in [6] that in general the cut-elimination theorem doesnot hold for our Gentzen-type systems. Moreover: examples have been giventhere of a subset S of NR and a sequent which is provable in LJ+(S), butany proof of it there should contain a non-analytic cut (i.e. a cut in whichthe cut-formula is not a subformula of the sequent being proved). This is10It is true that Brouwer and other intuitionists have claimed that it is unintuitive froma constructive point of view. However, what they have really rejected is the principle' _ (' � ?), which is indeed non-constructive (and also unintuitive). Note also that thenegation of Linear Logic, for which LEM is valid, is considered by Girard and others tobe more constructive than the usual intuitionist negation (see [29]). This at least showsthat LEM does not necessarily contradict constructive intuitions.11Note that :(' �  ) � : (the axiom corresponding to (: �))2) may be read as \Ifthere is something that does not imply  , then  should be false". Since in LJ+ a truesentence is indeed implied by any other sentence, this axiom is constructively intuitive.



A Non-deterministic View on Non-classical Negations 33perhaps not surprising, since our logical rules themselves do not have thestrict subformula property: some of them involve negations of subformulasof their conclusion which are not subformulas themselves. Therefore, it isreasonable to expect the same from cuts. This leads to the following theorem:Theorem 4.16. Assume that S � NR, and f() :); (: �))1g 6� S. Thenfor every sequent s in the language of LJ+ there is either a �nite MPI [S]-frame in which s is not valid, or a proof of s in LJ+(S) in which every cutis either on a subformula of s or on a negation of such a subformula.Proof. Assume that s is a sequent which has no such proof in LJ+(S). ByTheorem 4.12, it suÆces to construct a �nite MPI [S]-semiframe in which sis not valid. Let F 00 = F 0[f: j  2 F 0g, where F 0 is the set of subformulasof s. Call a proof in LJ+(S) an s-proof if every cut in it is on some formula inF 00. Let W be the set of all sequents which do not have s-proofs in LJ+(S),and the union of their two sides is F 00. W is of course �nite. Obviously,if � ) � does not have an s-proof in LJ+(S), and  2 F 00, then either ;�) � or �) �;  does not have an s-proof in LJ+(S). It follows thatany sequent which consists of elements of F 00 and has no s-proof in LJ+(S)can be extended to an element ofW . In particular, s itself is a subsequent ofsome sequent �0 ) �0 2W . De�ne now a partial order � on W as follows:�1 ) �1 � �2 ) �2 if �1 � �2 (i� �2 � �1, since �1[�1 = �2[�2 = F 00).Finally, de�ne v0 : W �F 0 ! T by:v(�) �;  ) = 8>><>>: ?  2 �;: 2 �f  2 �;: 2 �t  2 �;: 2 �>  2 �;: 2 �It is not diÆcult to see that v is well-de�ned (note that if �) � 2 W and 2 F 0 then f ;: g � �[�), and that hW;�; vi is an MPI [S]-semiframe.We prove here the conditions concerning �:� Suppose ' �  2 F 0, and v(� ) �; ' �  ) 2 D. Then ' �  2 �.Let �) � � �0 ) �0, and suppose v(�0 ) �0; ') 2 D. Then ' 2 �0.Since also ' �  2 �0 (as � � �0), it is not possible that  2 �0(because otherwise �0 ) �0 would have a cut-free proof, and so ans-proof). Hence  2 �0, and so v(�0 ) �0;  ) 2 D as well.� Suppose ' �  2 F 0, and assume that v(w;' �  ) 62 D, wherew = � ) �. Then ' �  2 �. Thus � ) ' �  does not havean s-proof, whence �; ' )  does not have an s-proof either. Since



34 A. Avron� [ f'; g � F 00, by this virtue there is w0 = �0 ) �0 2 W suchthat � [ f'g � �0;  2 �0. Hence w � w0, and v(w0; ') 2 D, whilev(w0;  ) 62 D.� Suppose () : �) 2 S. We prove that C() : �) is satis�ed. Assumethat ' �  2 F 0, and that v(� ) �; ') 2 D, v(� ) �;  ) 2 ff;>g.Then ' 2 � and : 2 �. Since () : �) 2 S, :(' �  ) cannot be in� (otherwise �) � would have a cut-free proof). As :(' �  ) 2 F 00,we get :(' �  ) 2 �, and so v(� ) �; ' �  ) 2 ff;>g. Giventhe global conditions concerning v and � proved above, this impliesC() : �).� Suppose (: �))1 2 S. We prove that CI(: �))1 is satis�ed. Thusassume that ' �  2 F 0, and that v(�) �; ') 62 D. Then ' 2 � (bythe de�nition of v). Since (: �))1 2 S, this yields :(' �  ) 62 �,whence v(�) �; ' �  ) 2 ft;?g.� We prove similarly that if (: �))2 2 S then CI(: �))2 is satis�ed.Now by de�nition of v and �0 ) �0, v refutes s in the world �0 ) �0 ofW . Hence hW;�; vi is a �nite countermodel of s as required.Corollary 4.17. LJ+(S) is decidable for every S � NR.Proof. If f() :); (: �))1g � S then LJ+(S) = LK+(S) (Corollary4.15), and so LJ+(S) is decidable in this case by Corollary 3.15. OtherwiseTheorem 4.16 and its proof imply that in order to determine whether a givensequent s is provable in LJ+(S), one has to check at most 22n �niteMIP [S]-semiframes, where n is the cardinality of F 0, the set of the subformulas of s,and the relevant semiframes are based on F 0.Acknowledgment This research was supported by THE ISRAEL SCI-ENCE FOUNDATION (grant No 33/02-1).References[1] Almukdad, A., and D. Nelson, `Constructible falsity and inexact predicates', Jour-nal of Symbolic Logic, 49:231{333, 1984.[2] Arieli, O., and A. Avron, `Reasoning with logical bilattices', Journal of Logic,Language and Information, 5(1):25{63, 1996.[3] Arieli, O., and A. Avron, `The value of four values', Arti�cial Intelligence,102(1):97{141, 1998.
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